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Sam Sole <solesam@gmail.com>

urgent query for Minister Sisulu

Lungile Bomela <lungile@ews.africa> Thu, May 14, 2020 at 1:22 PM
To: sam sole <solesam@gmail.com>
Cc: Micah Reddy <micar@amabhungane.org>, Stefaans Brümmer <stefaansb@amabhungane.org>, Stephan Pretorius <stephan@ews.africa>

Good morning Sam

I have read your query and will attempt to give you information in order to demonstrate that the narative that my company is being touted to fund a political campaign is not true
and not in the public interest.

I am a resident of Bloemfontein and I have been so since the year 1990 before I went to Varsity, I was a student at Vulumasango Secondary School in Bloemfontein.

I was a director Legal Services in the Department of Health during the era of Ms Beatrice Marshoff, the relationship between Mrs Marshoff and Mr Magashule is well known.

Centlec Soc LTD is an entity of the Mangaung Metro Municipality. At the time I served as a Company Secretary, the Executive Mayor of Mangaung was Mr Thabo Manyoni, the
relationship between Mr Manyoni and Mr Magashule is well known.

My appointment at Bloemwater followed my application and it is National Department that does the selection and not the Province. I served at Sedibeng with the collective of
Bloemwater as a seconded Board when the Sedibeng Board term had ended.

I served both Boards with aplomb.

I was invited by Ms Rockman to served in the NPO in recent times and I have known her through my interaction as a lawyer with the ANC and Government in the Province. I
know that Mr Nkondo and Ms Rocman know each other but I do not know the extent of their relationship.

I interact with Ms Rockman in relation to the NPO. I do not have a relationship of any kind with Mr Nkondo.

I know a lot of people in the ANC in all factions and I have never associated myself with any faction as I do not have any interest in any faction of the ANC. I am friends with
people in the Northern Cape who are in Mr Ramaphosa's faction. I am friends with the current head of office of Mr Ramaphosa in the ANC. 

I have explained previously, that I do not have any personal interest in Ms Sisulu except that she is a stakeholder in my field of operation.

I will therefore not shy away from interacting with her Department for as long as it is within the acceptable legal confines as I provide a service there.

Fot the record, My company is working in Limpopo at the back of an appointment by Lepelle and not the Minister. This appointment was after a regorous process of presenting
to Mr Legodi's technical team and he was not even part of the presentation, after this presentation we did physical tests of the solution in two villages selected by Lepelle
without any influence from Mr Legodi or Ms Sisulu or Mr Mdekazi. So I do not know why the reference to the appointment by the Minister. I said it before, me and the CEO at
Lepelle understood the implications of the supply chain processes and we stuck with those even whe the Minister had exercised her statutory powers to issue directives.

We are currently in Limpopo and delivering about 55 000 LITERS of water everyday to the marginalized rural villages we are appointed by Lepelle to service. 
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I have said it before, Ms Zitumane never paid me a cent to claim tha I am Ms Sisulu's funder for political ends.

Not one of these CEOs are able to explain why they are not intersted in appointing a sole South African company with a South African solution for a problem nobody could
resolve for over 30-40 years. None of them can claim that there is a company that can deliver over a million liters of water a day in a Sand River like we are doing. None of
them can claim that the solution is not working and is not unique. Ms Zitumane said it to me that I must assist her and do the work on risk as her people did not want the
sysytem.

I ask myself this question, why would a water board want to split a system and want to be in charge of procuring components by itself for a system which is not theirs?

I ask myself this question, what has my company got to do with a political campaign that we are not even interested in. Our system does no need Ms Sisulu for it to work,
surely it does not need the two CEOs. It did not need Mr Nkwinti yet we were not given the opportunity even then as Mr Nkwinti was accused of throwing a javelin. 

In all honesty we do not need anybody to push our system hence the WRC route was the best for us to take. How we got to be where we are I honestly do not know.

So Sam, I would not want to prescribe to you as to what you need to write, you would probably know what the truth is and what would be in the public interest.

I invite you oncemore, come to Sekhiming and Ga-Kuranta villages and see if there is no real delivery of water, if there is no value for money not only for the people of those
villages but the HOPE for other neighbouring villages.

I am currently sitting with five petitions from villages that are in dire need of water and who see this system as the solution intervention they were waiting for for years. Now I
must turn a blind eye because I fear to go to both the Minister and the CEO. This situation is weighing heavily on my conscience and I am hereby cleaning my conscience and
am transfering it to you. Somebody needs to do something about it. 

I am working for the poor and marginalized people of these villages and not for political factions, I humbly ask you to count me out as I gave you the facts so that you do not
rely on theories that are not backed by facts.

Should you need any further clarity please do not hesitate to contact me.

Regards

Adv  L Bomela BProc, LLB, LLM

+27 83 3796811

lungile@ews.africa
Empowering Water Solutions

EWS Email Logo
 

sam sole wrote:

[Quoted text hidden]
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